
COTTONMOUTH 
(WATER MOCCASIN)

Not found in north Atlanta area, however common in south Georgia. 
Have a twin, the Scarlet Kingsnake, a friendly non-venomous snake.
Both snakes have a bright body with red, yellow and black rings. 
The only difference is in the pattern. 

Coral snake’s will have red rings touching yellow but not black. 
Scarlet kingsnake's will have red rings touching black but not yellow. 

Remember the rhyme: “If red touches yellow, it will kill a fellow”. 

Most Common Non-Venomous Snakes in North Metro Atlanta:

RATTLESNAKES:

Venomous Snakes of Georgia
COPPERHEADDistinct true brown and khaki hourglass shaped pattern. 

Usually found in leaves, under brush, commonly undisturbed area. 
Juvenile copperheads, have an extremely noticeable neon yellowish green tail. 

We do have 3 species of rattlesnakes in north Georgia. Most identifiable for them all is 
the rattle at the end of their tail. If you get close to a rattlesnake, you will likely hear it 

before you see it. Rattlesnakes tend to give you a warning by shaking their tail before they strike.
 

PYGMY 
RATTLESNAKES

Uncommon in our area. 
Their markings are well defined with one or two rows of lateral spots.
Most often tan, gray or lavender in color
Occasionally in North Georgia they are red or orange. 

Narrow necks and wide heads. 
Markings will be in a V or W crossbar pattern making them very distinct. 
Markings look like black chevrons going down their back. 
Eyes are often yellow in color. 

EASTERN
DIAMONDBACK
RATTLESNAKE

Most identifiable by the diamond markings down their back.
Eyes usually covered by a black band that is outlined by two pale lines. 
Their pupils are often cat-like and vertical in shape. 

EASTERN
CORAL SNAKE

TIMBER 
RATTLESNAKE

VERY uncommon in the North Metro Atlanta area. 
Can vary greatly in color and markings. 
Tend to stick to marshy overgrown areas. 
Thick in girth, most other water snakes will be  slender.

Rat Snake Garter Snake Ring Snake Milk Snake King Snake Earth Snake

If you are having a problem with snakes or other pests in North Georgia contact us at 470-422-2210

IF YOU DO GET BIT BY A SNAKE, SEEK IMMEDIATE MEDICAL ATTENTION, THEN:
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sDo move away from the snake, at least 6 feet

Do take note of what the snake looks like: color, shape
Do remain calm and still to slow venom spread
Do remove jewelry and tight clothing before swelling
Do clean the wound with soap and water
Do cover with a dry dressing

Do NOT try to trap it or capture it
Do NOT apply a tourniquet
Do NOT apply ice to the wound
Do NOT cut the wound
Do NOT try to suck out the venom
Do NOT drink caffeine or alcohol

https://homefreewildlifesolutions.com/index.php/contact-2-2/

